Orchestrate application
release at pace

Delivering and releasing
technology means consistently
executing change effectively,
day in and day out.
There are two key obstacles to regular
technology change, like application
release: lack of visibility, and business
continuity disruption throughout change
activities. This can lead to damaging
delays, regular rollbacks, outages, and a
high rate of change failure.

Release deployments are a multiplayer
event, involving team and technology
complexities that cannot be addressed with
CI/CD solutions alone. Cutover offers a
single platform for end to end coordination,
visibility, and control, expanding the value of
your existing release management toolset.
The platform orchestrates across your
existing release ecosystem, enabling
process standardization, removing change
execution risk, and uniting technical and
non-technical teams to bridge gaps, reduce
friction, and accelerate speed to market.

Cutover has a great product that has
been used extensively across the Barclays
Payments estate and has played a key
part in numerous successful complex
technology implementations.
Dan Pilling
CIO Payments Technology,
Barclays

Deliver seamless
technology and
release orchestration
We help our clients to manage application release orchestration
on a continuous basis and execute change more intelligently.
The Cutover platform enables you to orchestrate work end to
end across your teams and technologies in dynamic, automated
runbooks. By turning complex activities into well-orchestrated,
repeatable flows of work, Cutover enables effective, repeatable,
seamless release orchestration across the organization.

Achieve total visibility and control
Enterprise and business unit
oversight and management of
release orchestration
Transparency is key to successful delivery
and release. Cutover enables leaders to
have full visibility of all application release
orchestration across the enterprise in a
single view, with the ability to dive deeper
for more detailed information.

Cross-functional collaboration
and communications
Delivery and release events often involve
coordinating multiple teams, requiring
many threads of communication. Cutover
streamlines cross-functional collaboration
and centralizes communications, enabling
teams to be more productive and better
informed, and mobilize faster.
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Why partner
with Cutover

Cutover is helping some of the largest, most complex organizations in the world to navigate
a change-driven economy. Built with decades of experience in managing operational
resilience, application release orchestration, cloud migration, and platform implementation,
the Cutover platform enables organizations to move quickly with confidence.

Cutover benefits
Identify and eliminate potential risks earlier with
enterprise-wide visibility

Collaborate effectively across remote
teams, silos, and geographies

Reduce the complexity of
software-driven change

Improve internal planning and processes
through reporting, audit, and analytics

Deliver change at speed through better
orchestration of human and machine
workstreams processes

Enhance your investments in service
management, DevOps and collaboration tools

Eliminate release regression and
reduce release duration

Free up people to focus on higher-value
activities rather than administrative tasks

Our Clients
Cutover is trusted by well-known financial institutions
all over the world, including leading global banks,
two of the top three US banks by size, and three
of the top five investment banks globally.

Contact us
If you have any questions please
contact us at info@cutover.com
For news and updates, search
for Cutover on LinkedIn or follow
us on Twitter: @gocutover

www.cutover.com

